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Vegan Homecare What it is: a radiance face emulsion brush that creates a healthy-looking, matte skin finish. Why it's different: This light-weight mousse offers an easy-to-apply matte finish that won't dry out skin and is free of alcohol and artificial fragrances. Who it's for: Anyone with dry skin looking for a way to achieve a brighter, more evenlooking skin tone. Why it's great: It gives the skin a fresh matte appearance without it feeling too heavy, and it may even help with skin with dryness. With a moisturizing silicon feel and a creamy formula that glides over the skin, this light, mousse texture is easy to use and convenient on-the-go. Rated 5 out of 5 by nikki75a from Great!I've been
looking for a new moisturizer and wanted to try something new. This is my second time using it and loved it. I wanted something that wasn't overly heavy, that didn't dry my skin out, and this one has met those requirements! I always do foundation with a brush because I have combination skin, and it gives me a flawless finish. Great coverage as
well, and I did notice that my dark spots are not as noticeable after the day is over. I think I will be purchasing this again. Date published: 2018-07-01 Rated 5 out of 5 by Ailse from Gives me a natural glowI use this every day, and I love it. The only thing I don't like is that it doesn't really give me the same amount of coverage, but it does it without
leaving me looking makeup. I also have oily skin and this helps me with that and as well. Date published: 2018-04-06 Rated 5 out of 5 by julietn9 from IncredibleI have used this product for a couple of months now. it is as good as cream cleansers in my experience. It seems to help skin that has oil and shine and I feel that my skin is more even. I
love the smell and it stays put all day long. Date published: 2018-01-28 Rated 5 out of 5 by ashley1w35 from Best face moussefor my oily skinI bought this and fell in love with it. I was a little skeptical about a face moisturizer but I was so glad I gave it a try. 6d1f23a050
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